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Discusses fiction, as well as drama and poetry. Jacket chipped and with an inner tape repair
along front hinge. Bookplate. vii, 329 pages. cloth, dust jacket.. 8vo..

"Everybody is a book of blood; wherever we're opened, we're red." For those who only know
Clive Barker through his long multigenre novels, this one-volume edition of the Books of Blood is
a welcome chance to acquire the 16 remarkable horror short stories with which he kicked off his
career. For those who already know these tales, the poignant introduction is a window on the
creator's mind. Reflecting back after 14 years, Barker writes:I look at these pieces and I don't
think the man who wrote them is alive in me anymore.... We are all our own graveyards I believe;
we squat amongst the tombs of the people we were. If we're healthy, every day is a celebration,
a Day of the Dead, in which we give thanks for the lives that we lived; and if we are neurotic we
brood and mourn and wish that the past was still present.Reading these stories over, I feel a little
of both. Some of the simple energies that made these words flow through my pen--that made the
phrases felicitous and the ideas sing--have gone. I lost their maker a long time ago.These
enthusiastic tales are not ashamed of visceral horror, of blood splashing freely across the page:
"The Midnight Meat Train," a grisly subway tale that surprises you with one twist after another;
"The Yattering and Jack," about a hilarious demon who possesses a Christmas turkey; "In the
Hills, the Cities," an unusual example of an original horror premise; "Dread," a harrowing non-
supernatural tale about being forced to realize your worst nightmare; "Jacqueline Ess: Her Will
and Testament," about a woman who kills men with her mind. Some of the tales are more
successful than others, but all are distinguished by strikingly beautiful images of evil and
destruction. No horror library is complete without them. --Fiona WebsterFrom Library
JournalBarker launched his best-selling career in 1984 with the Books of Blood trilogy, which are
published together here as a single volume. In addition to the numerous short stories contained
in the Books, this edition also sports a new introduction by the author. Bloody good
fun.Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.ReviewPraise for Clive Barker's Books of
Blood“Our most accomplished purveyor of horror fiction.”—The New York Times Book
Review“He scares even me...What Barker does in the Books of Blood makes the rest of us look
like we've been asleep for the last ten years. Some of the stories were so creepily awful that I
literally could not read them alone; others go up and over the edge and into gruesome
territory...He's an original.”—Stephen King“Barker's dark, powerful imagination—and his skill in
pacing to keep stories surprising—make the horror grisly and effective.”—People“Barker's eye is
unblinking; he drags out our terrors from the shadows and forces us to look upon them and
despair or laugh with relief.”—The Washington Post“Mixing elements of horror, science fiction
and surrealist literature, Barker's work reads like a cross between Stephen King and South



American novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez. He creates a world where our biggest fears appear
to be our own dreams.”—Boston Herald“Clive Barker assaults our senses and our psyche,
seeking not so much to tingle our spine as to snap it altogether.”—Los Angeles TimesAbout the
AuthorBorn in Liverpool in 1952, Clive Barker has written and produced a number of plays,
including The History of the Devil and Frankenstein in Love, which are as diverse in style and
subject as the fiction he has written since. His volumes of short fiction, Books of Blood, earned
him immediate praise from horror fans and literary critics alike. He won both the British and
World Fantasy awards, and was nominated for the coveted Booker Prize, Britain’s highest
literary award. His bestselling novels include The Damnation Game, Imajica, Coldheart Canyon,
The Thief of Always, The Great and Secret Show, Everville, the Abarat series, and The Scarlet
Gospels. He is also the creator of the now-classic Hellraiser films as well as Nightbreed and
Lord of Illusions.Read more
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ealovitt, “The supernatural in literature. First of all the potential reader should know that this book
was published in 1917, so the 'Modern' in the title refers to the latter part of the nineteenth
century, and the earliest part of the twentieth century.Secondly, the author omits mention of most
of the ghost story authors from that period who are still popular today, e.g. J. S. Le Fanu (first
ghostly tale published in 1838) and M. R. James (first collection of stories published in 1904).
She also leaves out most of Victorian ladies whose ghost stories are still in print today, e.g. Mary
Elizabeth Braddon, E. Nesbit, and Mrs. Riddell.I would classify this book as an overview of the
literature of supernatural fantasy and horror (including a Byronic poem about a vampire). The
ghost story as defined and brought to its peak by Victorian and Edwardian authors, receives only
brief mention in the chapter, "Modern Ghosts."Scarborough begins with the Gothic Romance, of
which she says: "The mysterious twilights of medievalism invited eyes tired of the noonday glare
of Augustan formalism. The natural had become familiar to monotony, hence men craved the
supernatural. And so the Gothic novel came into being."'Gothic' is used to designate the
eighteenth-century, pseudo-medieval novel of horror. The author begins with Horace Walpole's,
"The Castle of Otranto"--if you are at all fond of Regency romances, you are bound to run across
a heroine who is reading Walpole's tale of mad monks and haunted castles, or Mrs. Radcliffe's
horrific "Mysteries of Udolpho." These novels depicting "decaying castles with treacherous
stairways leading to mysterious rooms, halls of black marble, and vaults whose great rusty keys
groan in the locks"--plus a heroine who wanders through spider-webbed corridors at midnight--
did not have much staying power. According to Scarborough, Jane Austin finally gave this genre
the kiss of death when she satirized their gloomy, overwrought style in "Northanger Abbey,"
which remained unpublished until after her death in 1818. "The Supernatural in Modern English
Fiction" describes many gothic romance peculiarities in detail, while having a certain amount of
gentle fun with them.A chapter on European supernatural literature is followed by the
aforementioned chapter on "Modern Ghosts." The author makes much of the effect Poe,
Balzac, Hoffmann and other Romantic supernaturalists had on the nineteenth century English
and American ghost story. Balzac in particular exerted a strong influence over Edward George
Bulwer-Lytton, English author of "The Haunters and the Haunted," and progenitor of that
infamous opening sentence, "It was a dark and stormy night..." (yes, that Bulwer-Lytton). Other
stories that the author selects for discussion depend more on the Romantic tradition of insanity,
gruesome decline, and horrid death to spark them along, rather than a purely supernatural
mechanism. (As a matter of fact, Scarborough even published a novel in which the heroine was
driven mad by the wind.)She also expends a great deal of print on Spiritualism (which was
already on the decline when this book was written), and the mystical, folkloric pantheism of such
writers as W.B. Yeats ("The Celtic Twilight") and Algernon Blackwood ("Ancient
Sorceries").Scarborough draws heavily upon Romanticism, Spiritualism, and folklore for her
chapters on "The Devil and His Allies," "Supernatural Life (which contains an excellent



exposition on the legend of the Wandering Jew)," and "The Supernatural in Folk-
tales.""Supernatural Science" is the only really dated chapter in this book, with its discussions of
hypnotism, the Fourth Dimension, uncanny chemistry, and students who exchange eyeballs.
Even here, the author provides interesting commentary on A. Conan Doyle, H. G. Wells, Arthur
Machen (whom she despises), and Ambrose Bierce, among other authors who were popular at
the beginning of the twentieth century (and still are)."The Supernatural in Modern English
Fiction" should appeal to anyone who is interested in the evolution of fantasy and horror
literature. Try "Elegant Nightmares: The English Ghost Story from Le Fanu to Blackwood" by
Jack Sullivan or "Night Visitors: The Rise and Fall of the English Ghost Story" by Julia Briggs if
your interest is more focused on literature that is entirely devoted to ghosts.”

The book by Clive Barker has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 7 people have provided feedback.
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